THE HARROW HILL TRUST
Caring for the heritage of the Hill and its future

The Tower Cottage
Harrow Park
Harrow HA1 3JE
11th June 2019

Planning Department
Harrow Council
Civic Centre, Station Road
Harrow HA1 2UY
Via email to: planning.applications@harrow.gov.uk

cc Ward councillors

Planning application: John Lyon School, Middle Road - Redevelopment to provide four storey
teaching block. Ref: P/1813/19.
Dear Catriona Cooke
We have studied the above planning application and wish to make the following observations and
objections.
Public consultation
•

We do not consider that consultation and community engagement has been properly carried
out.

•

There has been one public consultation on 9th January 2019. This consultation was simply a
first step to introduce the project and, indeed, it was described as a preliminary consultation
by the design team attending the event. The information provided was relatively sparse.
There were no relative heights or levels given, and no sections, side elevations or 3D drawings.
There was no adequate information to justify the size and footprint of the proposed new
building. There were anomalies in the elevations and there was little to show that the plans
were convincing.

•

Given the limited information, it is not surprising there were few responses. Now that the
scheme has changed and further information is available, those responses that were received
cannot necessarily be considered reflective of stakeholders’ views.
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•

We would have expected a further public consultation to take place, especially as we now see
that the building has significantly changed in location, siting, height, and design. The school
said it would keep the local community and relevant stakeholders updated, but we do not
consider this has been the case to an adequate extent.

Location of the proposed building
•

We consider the proposed building is not appropriately located. It blocks important views,
is insensitive to the street scene of the Harrow on the Hill Village Conservation Area and is
outside the envelope permitted by the section 106 order. It should instead occupy the
position of the existing Oldfield House.

•

The planning documentation lacks reasoning why the new building could not have been
located on the existing Oldfield House site. (Temporary classrooms could have been
considered as an interim teaching facility during construction.)

•

There is inadequate analysis in the documentation of the urban grain, street scene and
character of the Harrow on the Hill Village Conservation Area and how the proposed building
fits into this. The section below gives further detail of the Harrow on the Hill Village
Conservation Area policies that the proposal ignores.

•

The existing building is discreet, sensitive within the urban grain and street scene, low enough
to cause neutral impact on the conservation areas, located in a sunken position behind a high
wall, leaving the main part of the site open – and in particular maintaining important open
views across the site.

•

There is no analysis of views from the north end of Middle Road or the bottom of Byron Hill
Road across the site, including open views towards trees and the horizon. These are
important, indeed crucial, views where the public see the site most (see photographs below).

•

The view from the north end of Middle Road would be dominated by this proposed four-storey
linear building in the centre of the site. Its bulk, massing, and height will block the sense of
openness and restrict views giving the sense of openness to the lower slopes and beyond.

•

The proposed building is outside the permitted development envelope of the Section 106
Agreement. The Section 106 Agreement which was set up to restrict developments on the
school grounds following the major plan for the new sports hall and swimming pool. Pockets
of land were identified at the time for future expansion, but none on the Oldfield House site.

•

Whilst the current footprint has been retained in terms of area, it is now in an entirely inferior
location where it will be more prominent and intrusive and against the urban grain of the
Conservation Area and street scene.

Height of the proposed building
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•

The height of the proposed building is totally inappropriate for this site. It will loom over
the existing Crown Street wall and provide a much more dominant bulk to be seen from
Byron Hill and Crown Street – and from Lower Road.

•

The Heritage Statement suggests that any proposed building should respect the current ridge
height of Oldfield House - but the drawings suggest an increase in height between ridges of
3.73m.

•

The datum being taken to compare the ridge heights of the proposed building and adjacent
school main building is the pinnacle of the pyramid roof over the main building. This is not
representative of the general height of the building (see photograph below).

•

There is no evidence to support the statement in the documentation that the increased height
retains the views and aspects when looking from Crown Street. We consider that the
additional height of the proposed new building would significantly impact these views.

•

The additional height would also impact the setting of the listed Suffolk House opposite,
which also has a window facing the proposed development.

•

There are statements suggesting that the site is screened by established trees, yet there are
six (T1, T27, T28, T29, T30, T31), plus 3 (G3), being removed along the southwest boundary
alone. (T30 is not a low grade tree.) The tree loss on the southwest boundary will make the
building even more dominant.

•

There is no adequate analysis as to alternative options, including for a building with reduced
height if the footprint were enlarged. The steeply sloping site has considerable scope for
looking at this option, including greater use of basements, which seems not to have been
considered.

•

The proposal appears to be trying to provide a piece of architecture that stands out and
dominates the surroundings. The Design Review Panel appears to comment on the
architectural prowess without proper consideration of the impact on the area. It is clearly
laudable to seek outstanding architecture, but the context of this proposal has not been
respected.

Consistency with the Conservation Area plan
•

The scheme is contrary to the aims and ambitions of the Harrow on the Hill Village
Conservation Area Management Plan and Appraisal.

•

We highlight the following areas of contravention:
-

“The urban maps highlight the elements that have helped determine the conservation
area. Early development was concentrated along roads in a ribbon like fashion with little
building on backland areas”. The new proposals ignore this feature. The street pattern
is important yet the siting of the proposal ignores the largely urban compact and tight
physical townscape that follows.
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•

-

“The prevailing building height for the majority of properties is two storeys with pitched
roofs and chimneys as common features”. The proposal ignores this.

-

“A strong building line is a prevailing characteristic of a number of these streets”. The
proposal ignores this.

-

“Crown Street has been subjected to some poor modern infills. Traditional building lines
are often lost when set back from the road”. The proposal continues this identified poor
trend.

-

“Views and vistas are found between buildings which are invaluable and provide the area
with interest”. The proposal interrupts these vistas on this site, closes the gaps and loses
the perception of open space and views beyond.

-

“A presumption will be made against proposals for insensitive infilling of large amounts
of private open space and natural gaps between buildings, especially where good views
are evident”. The proposal ignores this.

-

“The council will aim to further protect the existing residential areas from intrusive and
large-scale development to prevent the erosion of the area’s character in these parts”.
We urge the council to protect as specified.

-

“The conservation area is defined as an area of special architectural or historic interest,
the character of which is desirable to preserve or enhance”. The proposal neither
preserves nor enhances.

We note that the Heritage Statement appears to demonstrate a lack of understanding of the
Conservation Area:
- It refers to Harrow on the Hill as a collection of C19 buildings - an incorrect sweeping
statement
- It incorrectly identifies the site as having more associations with the Roxeth Hill
Conservation Area - a misunderstanding of the conservation areas, the history of the
site and the sensitivity of the urban grain, scale, and composition of the Hill.

Rationale for the new building
•

We do not believe special circumstances have been established for waiving compliance with
the Conservation Area plan. The educational rationale is not proven nor confidently
demonstrated.

•

The planning documentation is insufficient to explain and justify the need for the larger new
building. It suggests the reasons for the building include:
- providing for an (unacceptable) potential future expansion in student numbers; and
- providing new conference facilities, including for external use.

•

There is insufficient in the documentation to enable us to understand the current uses of
Oldfield House, its alleged unsuitability for teaching and the need for the new building with its
significant additional floorspace.

•

Whilst in the documents it is stated that increasing pupil numbers is not part of the plans, it is
also stated that a reason for the proposals is to enable classroom capacities that allow for the
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school’s potential future expansion. This would suggest that the school will look to increase
numbers in the future. This will be vigorously challenged on grounds of its impact on the local
area. We note that the school’s previous proposal to increase numbers was rejected at
appeal, including because of impact on surrounding roads.
•

The documents say that the building would provide conference style facilities, including for
external use. They do not deal with the implications of any increased traffic emanating from
this use.

Unfortunately, the proposal needs to be refused and a new more inclusive consultation
undertaken on any new proposal that better respects the principles of the Conservation Area.
Kind regards,

Dr Simon Less
Chair, Harrow Hill Trust Planning Committee
07713 632327
simonlless@googlemail.com
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